Diagnosis is the most important function of a general practitioner (GP). Management decisions, including referrals, are based on diagnosis. Missing serious conditions such as cancers can have devastating consequences for patients. It can also have serious adverse consequences for the doctor in terms of trust, self-confidence and litigation. Indeed, most medico-legal claims against GPs are about delay in diagnosis or misdiagnosis (63–66%). GPs do not perform high-risk, invasive procedures and do not prescribe medications with potentially very serious adverse effects. Treatment errors are therefore unlikely to harm patients seriously and hence unlikely to be the most memorable errors in a GP’s career. It is not surprising that GPs remember their diagnostic errors most. What is perhaps surprising is that they report them. In a study published in this issue of the journal, Fisseni and colleagues asked GPs to report anonymously the ‘three most serious errors’ of their careers. Seventy-two per cent of the errors reported were about diagnosis. This study succeeded where incident reporting systems, whether confidential or anonymous, have failed: to get clinicians to report diagnostic errors. There are good reasons for this discrepancy. The scope of incident reporting systems is much larger than diagnostic error and practitioners have ample opportunity to report other types of errors, for example, administrative or errors with a clear ‘system’ cause. These are usually a lot less threatening than diagnostic errors. Incident reporting systems do not ask practitioners to report their most serious errors. In fact, most ask for the reporting of incidents rather than errors. Severity of consequence and being personally involved in the error are not usually conditions for reporting incidents. Finally, incident reporting systems target current rather than past incidents and doctors may be unwilling to draw attention to a recent diagnostic error. GPs in the Fisseni et al. study were reporting past errors, some from several years ago. They were not likely to suffer consequences from reporting these errors. Some of them or their patients had already suffered the consequences.

Inevitably, there are problems when asking people to report past events. First, there is hindsight bias, which occurs when people examine past decisions. Knowledge of the outcome focuses attention on information that is consistent with that outcome. Evidence consistent with the diagnosis is more easily recalled whilst contradictory or ambiguous information may be forgotten. This can make the diagnosis seem more predictable and may even induce false memories of consistent data—not available prior to the diagnosis.

Second, there is the problem of limited memory for the cognitive processes that took place at the time of the error, for example, what diagnostic hypotheses were being considered and how clinical information was interpreted. This information is very important in helping us piece together the ‘diagnostic error path’ but it is unlikely to be obtained by asking people to report diagnostic errors. There is the inevitable memory decay. Diagnostic errors are not immediately noticed and feedback about the outcome of the diagnostic process is often delayed if not missing. More importantly, people have limited access to their cognitive processes and hence are unlikely to report them. Realistic patient scenarios lend themselves to the detailed study of doctors’ thinking processes during diagnosis and management.

The cases illustrating the types of errors GPs reported to Fisseni and colleagues show how important the thinking processes are and how vulnerable they are to the features of the diagnostic problem (case 2) or situational factors (cases 3 and 4). Case 2 is extremely difficult. The patient (female, middle-aged, frequent attender) was labelled as ‘moaning’. Some of her symptoms were explained by a pathophysiological process confirmed by X-ray. The rest were sufficiently non-specific to be attributed to her ‘moaning’ nature. When, some symptoms got increasingly worse, the GP’s concerns were put to rest by a specialist. This is where the GP could be faulted—for not acting appropriately on these concerns by referring the patient through the usual channels. Asking for informal advice probably meant that the patient was never properly examined by the specialist. A similar observation can be made about case 3, where the GP reported having ‘bad feelings’ but did not act accordingly. ‘Bad feelings’ reported to the authors by many other GPs in the study could indicate a number of things: a sufficiently specified differential diagnosis that is probably considered quite unlikely, the suspected possibility of
a serious but unspecified disease, or simple discomfort resulting from the recognition of significant uncertainty. Whichever the case, many errors would have been avoided had the GPs acted on their ‘bad feelings’. In a recently completed study, we found that simply considering a diagnostic possibility at the end of the consultation will result in appropriate management decisions, even if the GP does not think that it is the most likely diagnosis.\textsuperscript{1} Identifying barriers to GPs acting on their suspicions is therefore worthwhile.\textsuperscript{15}

Asking people to list their most serious past errors will reveal what is central to their professional role and what had the worst consequences. Diagnosis is central to the GPs’ role and diagnostic error has the potential for the most serious consequences for patients. It is therefore a priority for the research and policy agenda.
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